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Indian Jewellery

Sri
Aurobindo

“For all problems of existence are
essentially problems of harmony”

It was around 5,000 years in the ancient past that the art 
of jewellery making in India was conceptualised. India has 
been famous for its beads, gems and precious stones from 
times immemorial. While, progressing through time and 
history, Indian jewellery had evolved as an art. This art has 
grown popular in India and has spread to the other parts 
of the world too.  

The Indian subcontinent thus presents a rich and continuous 
legacy of jewellery since the times of Ramayana and 
Mahabharata. Jewelleries such as nose rings, earrings, 
bracelets, crowns, rings, anklets, amulets and necklaces, in 
any metal and styles are found in India. The range of 
jewellery in India varies from religious to purely aesthetic 
types. Different regions of India have unique jewellery 
making styles. Indian jewellery includes various types too. 
They are made from different materials which include 
artistic pieces from Kundan, Resin, Glass, rice, plastic as 
well as shellac etc.  

Antique jewellery is actually the modern day jewellery in 
gold or silver, which goes through a process of oxidising 
and is sometimes buried in a pot of clay, to give it a dull 
look. Apart from these few types, a whole range of the 
modern or contemporary jewellery is also found in India.  

Indian jewellery is stylish and is not restricted only to a 
single metal. Manufacturers use all materials, ranging from 
plastic and glass to white metal, cheaper alloys and fabric. 
India has been a major manufacturer and exporter of 
jewellery in recent years. 
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